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Abstract—To enable densely deployed base stations (BSs) or
access points (APs) to serve an increasing number of users and
provide diverse mobile services, we need to improve spectrum
utilization in wireless communication networks. Although spec-
tral efficiency (SE) can be enhanced via smart and dynamic
resource allocation, interference has become a major impedi-
ment in improving SE. There have been numerous interference
management (IM) proposals at the interfering transmitter or the
victim transmitter/receiver separately or cooperatively. Moreover,
the existing IM schemes rely mainly on the use of channel state
information (CSI). However, in some communication scenarios,
the option to adjust the interferer is not available, and, in the case
of downlink transmission, it is always difficult or even impossible
for the victim receiver to acquire necessary information for IM.
Based on the above observations, we first propose a novel IM
technique, called interference steering (IS). By making use of both
CSI w.r.t. and data carried in the interfering signal, IS generates a
signal to modify the spatial feature of the original interference, so
that the steered interference at the victim receiver is orthogonal
to its intended signal. We then apply IS to an infrastructure-
based enterprise wireless local area network (WLAN) in which
the same frequency band is reused by adjacent basic service
sets (BSSs) with overlapping areas. With IS, multiple nearby
APs could simultaneously transmit data on the same channel to
their mobile stations (STAs), thus enhancing spectrum reuse. Our
in-depth simulation results show that IS significantly improves
network SE over existing IM schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next-generation (a.k.a. IMT-2020 or 5G) mobile wireless
networks are characterized by high data rate, high system ca-
pacity, and massive device connectivity [1]. Wireless networks
circa 2020 are expected to be 1000x larger in capacity and
capable of connecting 100 billion devices [2]. In order to meet
these requirements, more than 1000MHz of new frequency
bands should be identified to fill the spectrum resource gap
by 2020. Moreover, efficient spectrum utilization policies and
techniques should be developed to enable densely-populated
BSSs or APs to serve an increasing number of users and
provide diverse mobile services. However, interference will
rise with the increase of spectrum utilization, and must be
well addressed so as to achieve high spectrum efficiency.
There have been numerous promising proposals to manage
interference, which can be classified into two types. The
first is isolating mutually interfering transmissions via re-
source partition, such as fractional frequency reuse (FFR), soft
frequency reuse (SFR) [3], enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination (eICIC) [4], etc. However, these mechanisms
may cause degradation of spectrum efficiency. The second
type is employing various signal processing techniques, such
as zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) [5], zero-forcing (ZF)
reception [6], coordinate multi-point (CoMP) [7], interference
cancellation (IC) [8], interference alignment (IA) [9], interfer-
ence neutralization (IN) [10-14], etc., to support concurrent
transmission of multiple interfering signals.
Of these signal processing methods, IN has been under
development in recent years [10-14]. It is a new IM mechanism
found from, and inherent in interference networks with relays
[11-12]. IN strives to combine signals arriving via various
paths in such a way that the interfering signals are canceled
while preserving the desired signals [13]. It can be regarded as
a distributed zero-forcing of interference before the interfering
signal reaches the undesired destination [14]. The authors of
[13] constructed a linear distributed IN that encodes signals
in both space and time for separate multiuser uplink-downlink
two-way communications. In [14], an aligned IN was proposed
in a multi-hop interference network formed by concatenation
of two two-user interference channels. It provides a way to
align interference terms over each hop in a manner that allows
them to be canceled over the air at the last hop.
Note, however, that none of these existing IM methods are
free of cost. For example, the CSI is required for implementing
IA, ZF and ZFBF, whereas both CSI w.r.t. and data carried
in the interfering signal are exploited for IC, CoMP and IN.
By shaping a transmit beam using ZFBF, IA or CoMP, the
adjusted signal will be attenuated; a ZF-based filter can be
adopted to nullify interference at the expense of degrading
the desired signal power somewhat; and for IN, an interfering
signal is duplicated to neutralize the interference at the cost
of additional transmit power consumption. Moreover, ZFBF
and ZF reception require multiple antennas or degrees of
freedom (DoFs) at the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx),
respectively, and for IA, both ends of the communication
link should be equipped with multiple antennas. The DoF
requirements of these methods are determined by the signal
dimensions, i.e., for ZFBF and ZF reception, each interfering
signal component consumes one DoF, whereas for IA, at
least one additional DoF should be provided to place the
aligned interference. Moreover, IA is not applicable if multiple
interferences are from an identical transmitter. This is because
if the interfering signals originated from the same source are
aligned in one direction, they will also overlap with each other
at their intended receivers, thus becoming indistinguishable.
With IN, since interference(s) can be neutralized over the
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF IM METHODS.
`````````Feature
Method ZFBF ZF CoMP IC IA IN IS
Tx beam adjustment ◦ × ◦ × ◦ × ×
Rx beam adjustment × ◦ × × × × ×
Signal attenuation ◦ ◦ ◦ × ◦ × ×
Tx power cost × × × × × ◦ ◦
Tx side CSI exchange ◦ × ◦ × ◦ ◦ ◦
Tx side data exchange × × ◦ × × ◦ ◦
Rx side CSI exchange × ◦ × ◦ × × ×
Rx side data exchange × × × ◦ × × ×
Tx side multi-antenna ◦ × ◦ × ◦ ◦ ◦
Rx side multi-antenna × ◦ × × ◦ × ◦
Symbol-level synchrony × × ◦ ◦ × ◦ ◦
air, no additional receiver-side DoF is required to cancel
interference, thus becoming free from the aforementioned
limitations of ZF reception and IA.
Table I compares some signal-processing-based IM, where
the symbols ◦ and × indicate having and not having the
corresponding feature, respectively. Tx beam indicates data
transmission from various sources to their corresponding re-
ceivers. Rx beam means the direction of the receive filter’s
main lobe. Either Tx or Rx beam adjustment will cause
effective signal power loss. Tx/Rx-side CSI exchange indicates
that the transmitter/receiver needs to acquire CSI from all
Rxs/Txs, including intended and unintended Rxs/Txs, to itself.
In practice, ZFBF and IA are implemented at the interfering
transmitter, ZF is at the victim receiver, CoMP and IC are
realized cooperatively at the Tx and Rx, respectively. When
the interfering Tx is unwilling to perform IM, or collaboration
between the interferer and the victim cannot be established,
all methods based on such collaboration won’t be applicable.
The above discussion implies the need for a new solu-
tion to the interference problem despite the numerous IM
schemes proposed thus far. Unlike those methods requiring
implementation at either the interfering Tx (for IA, ZFBF) or
the victim Rx (for ZF), we need the victim Tx-side interference
management for the following reasons. First, due to the equal
or higher priority of interfering transmission over the victim,
the interferer may not be amenable to implementing IM,
especially when it incurs some performance loss. For example,
in a heterogeneous cellular network (HCN) where small cells
are deployed on top of a macrocell to improve the capacity and
coverage of existing cellular systems, the macro base station
may interfere with small cell users. Due to the small cells’
subordinate nature, it is not practical to modify macrocell’s
transmissions for the small victim cell users. Second, in some
communication scenarios such as a downlink transmission,
acquiring information for IM (e.g., interferer identification)
is always difficult or even impossible for the victim Rx,
especially when there are multiple interferers. So, in the above
situations, the approaches listed in Table I (except for IN) are
not applicable, and hence a new IM method is called for. We
therefore focus on two aspects — the available information we
can utilize and the cost of IM — in the development of novel
IM. As shown in Table I, most existing methods exploit CSI
while ignoring the data information that interference signal
carries. Although IN is a victim Tx-based IM implementation
which makes use of the interferer’s data information, to the
best of our knowledge, no existing IN schemes account for
the power cost. That is, under a transmit power constraint,
the more power consumed for IN, the less available for the
intended signal’s transmission. Especially when interference at
the victim Rx is relatively strong, there might not be sufficient
power to generate a required neutralization signal, thus making
IN infeasible. The features of the proposed IS is similar to that
of IN except for the multi-antenna requirement at the Rx side.
The details can be seen in the following sections.
By recognizing that interference can be not only neutralized
but also steered in a particular direction, we first propose a
novel IM method, called interference steering (IS). With IS, a
duplicated interfering signal is generated to modify the spatial
feature of the original interference observed by the victim Rx,
thus enabling interference-free data transmission. Then, we
discuss the application of IS to an enterprise WLAN, which
has become a pervasive and essential part of our professional
life, and will be an increasingly important in future.
The main contributions of this paper are two-fold:
• Proposal of a novel IM scheme called interference steer-
ing (IS). By generating a steering signal, the original
interference imposed on the victim Rx is steered to
the orthogonal direction w.r.t. the desired signal, hence
achieving interference-free transmission. IS consumes
less power than IN but requires an additional DoF at the
victim Rx. Moreover, IS can also subsume IN as a special
case, thus becoming more general.
• Discussion of the application of IS in an enterprise
WLAN where the same frequency band is reused by
adjacent BSSs with overlapping areas. A random network
topology and arbitrary number of interferences are con-
sidered. With the proposed mechanism, interference to
cell-edge users can be mitigated, allowing nearby APs to
transmit to their associated STAs on the same channel
simultaneously and hence improving the system’s SE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model, while Section III presents the
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design of interference steering. In Section IV, the application
of IS in enterprise WLANs is detailed. Section V evaluates the
proposed mechanism. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations.
The set of complex numbers is denoted as C, while vectors
and matrices are represented by bold lower-case and upper-
case letters, respectively. Let XH , XT and X−1 denote the
Hermitian, transpose and inverse of matrix X. ‖ · ‖ indicates
the Euclidean norm. E(·) denotes statistical expectation. 〈a,b〉
represents the inner product of two vectors.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider downlink communication in an infrastructure-
based enterprise WLAN in which coverage areas of APs
often overlap. For example, approximately 15% more APs
(resulting in overlapping coverage) are required for wireless
voice communications so as to achieve an acceptable reception
power level [15]. Although data-only communications may not
require such a large amount of overlap, in order to achieve
seamless coverage, coverage overlap is inevitable. For exam-
ple, Fig. 1 shows K adjacent BSSs with overlapping areas.
All APs are assumed to have the same transmit power, PT ,
and connected to a central WLAN controller so that downlink
transmissions from APs to their clients/STAs are synchronized.
Although multiple STAs may be in the coverage area of an
AP, only one STA is served at a time by its associated AP
via one frequency channel and each STA is associated with
one AP at a time. For clarity of presentation, we show only
2 edge STAs: STA0 is associated with AP0 and STA1 with
AP1. We assume APs and STAs each are equipped with Nt
and Nr antennas, respectively. Since mobile stations/devices
are subject to severer restrictions such as cost and hardware
than an AP, we assume Nt ≥ Nr > 1. Hmn ∈ CNr×Nt
denotes the spatial channel from APm to STAn. We employ
a spatially uncorrelated Rayleigh flat fading channel model
so that the elements of Hmn are modeled as independent
and identically distributed zero-mean unit-variance complex
Gaussian random variables. All users experience block fading,
i.e., channel parameters in a block consisting of several
successive transmission cycles remain constant in the block
and vary randomly between blocks. Let sm, m ∈ {1, · · · ,K},
be the desired signal from APm to its currently serving client
STAm, and im,n (n ∈ {1, · · · ,K}) be the interference from
APm to STAn. st,m is the steering signal generated by APm,
while i′m,n is the additional interference caused by the steering
signal st,m to STAn.
According to the existing IEEE 802.11 protocols, a STA
scan RF channels to search for beacons advertising the pres-
ence of nearby APs. When a radio receives a beacon frame,
it acquires information about the capability and configuration
of the corresponding network, and then lists available, eligible
APs. Based on the number of available APs in the list, the STA
determines whether it is an edge-user 1 or not. The STA also
estimates CSI based on the received null data packet (NDP)
announcements from nearby APs [16]. In this system model,
APs with overlapping areas should be scheduled by the central
controller so that their NDP transmissions are serialized (to
avoid collision). By analyzing the transmitter address field [17]
in the NDP announcement, the STA can differentiate CSI from
different APs. In general, a non-edge STA estimates and then
reports CSI to its associated AP, while an edge-STA form CSI
from its associated AP as well as adjacent APs as a vector and
sends the vector to its associated AP. The AP then delivers the
CSI or CSI vector to the central controller.
Based on WLAN protocols, two adjacent BSSs contend for
the same channel and cannot operate on the same channel
simultaneously. However, for the purpose of SE enhancement,
we may reuse spectrum more aggressively with effective
interference management. In such a case, co-channel inter-
ference (CCI) may occur, and a STA should thus be able to
detect collision caused by CCI, i.e., distinguishing collision
from fading individually [18] or cooperatively [19] with its
associated AP. Fig. 2 illustrates common interference scenarios
in WLANs. The figure shows downlink transmissions from
AP0 to STA0 and from AP1 to STA1, initiate at time t0
and t1, respectively. This simplified discussion can be readily
extended to the case of more APs and STAs as in real WLANs
(see Sections III and IV). Without loss of generality, we
let t1 ≥ t0. Both AP and STA follow the listen-before-talk
(LBT) rule, and channel reciprocity holds, i.e., if an AP can
detect signal from an unassociated STA, its transmission signal
will interfere with the STA’s reception. Let d be the distance
between STA0 and STA1. For simplicity, we assume inter-AP
distance is large enough for APs unable to hear each other.
Let’s consider the downlink transmissions from AP0 to
1We use the term edge to indicate the status of a STA that can hear from
more than one AP, rather than the geographical location of the STA.
STA0 and from AP1 to STA1 as an example that initiate
transmission at time t0 and t1 respectively, and without loss
of generality, we investigate the channel occupancy status
observed by BSS1 and use a general expression [STA0 →
AP1,AP0 → STA1] to represent the reachability between
unassociated AP – STA pairs. For example, if AP1 overhears
STA0, then the first bit in the above expression is 1 else
0. Since the reachability between STAs doesn’t affect the
downlink interference, the link STA0 → STA1 is omitted.
This simplified discussion can be readily extended to the case
of more APs and STAs as in real WLANs (see Sections III
and IV). Without loss of generality, we let t1 ≥ t0. Both
AP and STA follow the listen-before-talk (LBT) rule, and
channel reciprocity holds, i.e., if an AP can detect signal from
an unassociated STA, its transmission signal will interfere
with the STA’s reception. For simplicity, we assume inter-
AP distance is large enough for APs can ignore signals from
each other. So, the reachability in case 1 of Fig. 2 is [1, 1],
i.e., mutual interference occurs between two adjacent BSSs.
We can simply block one of the transmissions or employ a
coordinated multi-point (CoMP) [20] to serve two STAs with
both APs simultaneously, but CoMP requires modification
of the interferer’s transmission. As for the second situation,
the reachability status is [0, 1], and hence AP1 is allowed to
initiate its transmission to STA1 by employing an effective IM
method to protect STA1’s reception. In case 3, the reachability
status is [1, 0]. Since STA0 is not associated with AP1 and all
BSSs are equal, AP1 can transmit data to STA1 regardless
of the ongoing transmission from AP0 to STA0. Then, IM
should be employed to guarantee STA0’s reception. CoMP
is not applicable for cases 2 and 3, since not all STAs can
hear from both APs. If we don’t allow AP1 to transmit to
STA1, an activated edge-STA will block transmissions on
the same frequency channel in all its adjacent BSSs whose
AP/STA is exposed to the interferer’s signal radiation. This
is undesirable for the network’s requirement of high SE and
system capacity. In the last situation, the reachability status is
[0, 0], so two interference-free transmissions can be established
concurrently. Based on the above discussion, we focus on
IM for cases 2 and 3, i.e., edge-STA in case of asymmetric
interference.
Since a STA is capable of detecting collision, upon sensing
a conflict, the victim STA reports to its associated AP, the
latter (victim Tx) asks the WLAN controller for assistance.
The controller checks its database and finds a solution for
the requestor. The above procedure is in accordance with the
centralized management framework proposed in 5G [2], where
a high-level node manages all the information. Specifically,
the controller maintains the association status between the
corresponding APs and STAs, the transmitting status of each
AP, and the data information to be transmitted. By utilizing
such information, an IS solution can be obtained (see Section
IV for details). To limit the system overhead, only edge-STAs
can ask their associated APs for IM.
One should note that although we take WLAN as an
example to design our mechanism, other types of network as
long as they are featured as 1) direct/indirect2 collaboration
between the interfering Tx and victim Tx is available, and 2)
the interference topology is asymmetric, our scheme is still
applicable.
III. DESIGN OF INTERFERENCE STEERING
We present the signal processing procedure of interference
steering (IS) by exploiting both CSI w.r.t. and data carried in
the interference(s). IS generates a steering signal to modify the
interference’s spatial feature, so that the original interference
is steered to the orthogonal direction of the desired signal
observed by the victim Rx. In what follows, we first describe
the basic design in terms of a single interference and then
discuss multi-interferences scenario and cooperative IS.
A. Signal Processing of IS
We assume beamforming (BF) is employed for each down-
link communication. As shown in Fig. 1, consider the trans-
mission from AP0 to STA0 as an example which is corrupted
by the signal sent from AP1, the received signal at STA0 with
IS can be expressed as
y0 =
√
PT − P stOHH0p0x0 +
√
PTH10p1x1
+
√
P stk Hk0p
st
k x
st
k + z0
. (1)
The first three items on the right hand side (RHS) of
Eq. (1) denote the desired signal from AP0, interference from
AP1, and steering signal from APk where k ∈ {1, · · · ,K},
respectively. z0 is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector whose elements have zero mean and variance σ2n.
Recall that Hmn represents the channel matrix from APm to
STAn. When m = n, we simply use one-letter subscript for
conciseness. x0 and x1 are data symbols sent from AP0 and
AP1, respectively. E(‖x0‖2) = E(‖x1‖2) = 1 holds. Since
there is only one interference, data information carried by the
steering signal is xstk = x1. P
st
OH denotes the power cost for
IS at AP0. The variables P stk and p
st
k are the transmit power
and precoder of the steering signal at APk. pm represents the
precoding vector at APm for data xm. In order to present our
design under a fixed power constraint w.r.t. the victim user-
pair, we let AP0 afford P stk , i.e., P
st
OH = P
st
k . We adopt the
singular value decomposition (SVD) based BF transmission,
i.e., applying SVD to Hm to obtain Hm = UmDmVHm and
employing pm = v
(1)
m where v
(1)
m represents the principal
column vector of Vm. We can simply use u
(1)
m as the filter
vector, where u(1)m is the first column vector of Um. Then, the
estimated signal ym = [u
(1)
m ]Hym.
IS is designed as follows. We first define the direc-
tions of desired signal and original interference combined
with steering signal as ds = H0p0‖H0p0‖ and di+st,k =√
PTH10p1+
√
P
st
k Hk0p
st
k
‖√PTH10p1+
√
P
st
k Hk0p
st
k ‖
, respectively. Then, by letting
〈ds,di+st,k〉 = 0, the original interference can be steered to
2Direct collaboration refers to direct information exchange between Txs,
whereas indirect indicates that the cooperation is achieved via a central control
node, e.g., WLAN controller in Fig. 1.
the orthogonal direction w.r.t. the desired signal by the steering
signal, st.
Since both the interference and the steering signal, denoted
by i and st,k, respectively, can be decomposed into an in-
phase component and a quadrature component, denoted by
superscripts In and Q, respectively, w.r.t. ds, i.e., i = iIn+iQ
and st,k = sInt,k + s
Q
t,k, when s
In
t,k = −iIn, IS is realized.
Fig. 3 illustrates the basic principle of IS. A 2-dimensional
representation is employed for readability. The vectors in the
figure indicate the spatial signals.
i
sIni
Qi
,
In
t ks
,
Q
t ks,t ks
i− Qi−
Fig. 3. An illustration of interference steering.
It can be easily seen that given sInt,k = −iIn, interference
energy imposed on the desired transmission is countered. As
sQt,k approaches −iQ, st,k tends to −i, i.e., IN is achieved.
Since the length of vector indicates the strength of signal,
when sQt,k = 0, we have st,k = s
In
t,k, and obtain an IS solution
with minimum power overhead.
Based on the above discussion, we take the communication
scenario depicted in Fig. 1 as an example. A general expres-
sion of IS implementation is then given as:{
pstk = H
−1
k0 [s
In
t,k + s
Q
t,k]/‖H−1k0 [sInt,k + sQt,k]‖
P stk = PT ‖H−1k0 [sInt,k + sQt,k]‖2
(2)
where sInt,k = −iIn = −
√
PTPH10p1 and P =
ds(d
T
s ds)
−1dTs denotes projection matrix. When s
Q
t,k =
−√PTH10p1 +
√
PTPH10p1, we have st,k = −i and IS
becomes IN. Then, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as{
pnek = −H−1k0H10p1/‖H−1k0H10p1‖
Pnek = PT ‖H−1k0H10p1‖2
. (3)
Note that the above results are obtained under Nt = Nr;
when Nt > Nr, the inverse of Hk0 should be replaced by its
Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. One can now easily see that
IS subsumes IN as a special case, making IS more general.
Considering the power overhead, we limit the sum of P stk and
power for the desired signal’s transmission to a fixed value PT .
Moreover, only sQt,k = 0 is considered in our current design.
Fig. 4 plots spatial spectrums of various signals to show
the feasibility of IS where Nt = Nr = 2 and the desired
and interference signals are randomly generated. The center
frequency of input signal is f0 = 2.4GHz, the antenna-element
spacing is half of the signal wavelength, and the SNR of
each signal is 20dB. We first employ the MUSIC (MUltiple
SIgnal Classification) algorithm to estimate DoA (Direction
of Arrival) of each signal. Then, we reconstruct the spatial
spectrum of signal components observed at the receiver. For
ease of comparison, we also plot signal transmission via the
the second eigenmode which is orthogonal to the desired
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signal utilizing the principal eigenmode. Fig. 4 shows that the
steering signal moves the interference’s DoA to be the same
as the DoA of signal using the second eigenmode. Moreover,
the lowest point of the steered interference overlaps with the
peak of the desired signal. That is, the desired transmission
has become interference-free.
B. Comparison of IS and Other Transmitter-Based Methods
So far, we have presented the basic signal processing of IS.
One may think IS similar to some existing IM methods, such
as IA, ZFBF, CoMP, IN, etc., but it is not. Basically, all of
IA, ZFBF and CoMP require modifications at the interferer,
so that the transmission from an interfering Tx to its intended
Rx is attenuated. In case of CoMP, the user is served by
multiple APs cooperatively. IN and IS are victim Tx-side
implementations which are suitable only when the interferer is
willing to sacrifice as is usually the case. Compared to IN, IS
focuses on canceling only the effective part of the interference,
thus becoming more power-efficient. However, it costs one
DoF at Rx, just as IA.
Without specifications, the following simulation results in
this paper are under Nt = Nr = 2. However, the same
conclusion can be drawn with various antenna settings. For
space limitation, we omit the results for other Nt and Nr
values. Fig. 5 comparatively evaluates the achievable system
SE of IA, ZFBF, IN and IS by using MATLAB simulation and
with the consideration of two communication pairs (K = 2)
— from AP0 to STA0 and from AP1 to STA1. AP1 interferes
with STA0. Note that IA and ZFBF are implemented at AP1,
incurring performance loss to the transmission from AP1 to
STA1. As for ZFBF, since Nt should be no less than the
total number of receiving antennas across all receivers, we
let Nr = 1. With the other three methods, Nt = Nr = 2. IN
and IS are carried out by AP0, when their power overheads,
Pne0 and P
st
0 , exceed the power budget of an AP, e.g., PT , we
simply regard the victim transmission’s SE as 0. In the figure,
SE of an interference-free point-to-point MIMO (p2pMIMO)
transmission employing BF is also plotted as a reference.
IS is shown to yield the best system SE (SE of K = 2
transmissions). Since Nr = 1, the SE performance of ZFBF
is inferior to that of IS and IA. System SE of IN is close
to that of p2pMIMO, so SE of the transmission pair using
IN is inferred to be very low. It should be noted that due to
the randomness of wireless channels, IS may incur more cost
compared to IA, thus outputting lower SE under some channel
conditions. However, as shown in the figure, the system SE of
IS is statistically higher than that of IA.
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C. Multi-Interference Processing
In the above discussion, only one interferer is considered.
When a victim Rx suffers from multiple interferers, its as-
sociated AP asks the WLAN controller for assistance. The
latter is able to check these interference components, combine
them together, and then calculate an IS solution in terms
of this combined interference [21]. In other words, multiple
independent interferences are not treated individually but as
a whole (after combining them), and hence the dimension of
interference is reduced to 1. In the case of multi-interferences,
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
y0 =
√
PT − P stk H0p0x0 +
∑
m∈{1,··· ,M}
√
PTHm0pmxm
+
√
P stk Hk0p
st
k x
st
k + z0
(4)
where m and M are the index and the total number of
interferences, respectively. Transmission from AP0 to STA0
is interfered with by the other M = K − 1 transmissions. xstk
is dependent on the combination of all interferences.
As in Fig. 6, MATLAB simulation is employed to evaluate
the overall SE of K = M + 1 transmissions of which M
are interferers and 1 is the victim, for different IM methods.
For simplicity, we assume no interference between any two
interferers. As shown in Fig. 6, the system SE improves as
M increases. With IA and ZFBF, the interfering Tx conducts
IM, thus degrading all transmissions from the interfering Txs
to their intended Rxs. In case of IS and IN, AP0 performs
the IM, only the transmission to the the victim is affected.
However, IS incurs much less power cost than IN, and hence
yields higher SE than IN under a transmit power constraint.
Thus, IS is shown to provide the best performance, while
IN’s SE gradually approaches IA’s and exceeds ZFBF’s as
M increases.
We use rMs0 , r
M
sm and R
M
sys to denote the average SE of the
victim AP0’s transmission to STA0, the interferer’s own trans-
mission from APm to STAm where m ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1} and
the system employingM as the IM method, respectively. rBF
is the SE of p2pMIMO with BF. Without loss of generality,
we let the victim AP0 carry out IN or IS. Then, the average
system SE of IS, IN, IA and ZFBF with M interferers can be
calculated as RISsys = r
IS
s0 +MrBF , R
IN
sys = r
IN
s0 +MrBF ,
RIAsys = rBF +
∑M
m r
IA
sm , R
ZFBF
sys = rBF +
∑M
m r
ZFBF
sm .
For example, when IS or IN is employed, the SE of the
victim’s transmission is rISs0 or r
IN
s0 , whereas for the other
transmissions, SE is calculated in terms of p2pMIMO. That is,
although rISs0 and r
IN
s0 decreases as M grows, R
IS
sys and R
IN
sys
are dominated by MrBF which grows linearly with M , thus
enhancing the system SE. When IN or IS is implemented at
APk where k ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, the AP0’s transmission to STA0
is free of interference, and hence its SE is equal to rBF . We
then have RISsys = r
IS
sk
+MrBF and RINsys = r
IN
sk
+MrBF .
In case of IA and ZFBF, the victim’s transmission becomes
free of interference, and hence its SE is equal to rBF . Since
rIAsm < rBF and r
ZFBF
sm < rBF , protection of STA0 from the
interference of APm (m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) requires the sacrifice
of SE of all the interfering transmissions.
Fig. 7 shows the SE of a single transmission pair for
different IM methods. AP0’s transmission to STA0 is interfered
with by the other M = K − 1 transmissions. Under IS and
IN, we let AP0 perform IM, and plot rISs0 and r
IN
s0 , while
studying the SE of an arbitrary interfering transmission — i.e.,
rIAsm and r
ZFBF
sm , m ∈ {1, · · · ,M} — under IA and ZFBF.
Both rISs0 and r
IN
s0 are shown to decrease as M increases.
In case of the transmission pair with IA or ZFBF, there is
no interference to it, thus making its SE independent of M .
From Fig. 7 we can obtain the SE loss of one communication
pair which implements an IM method by subtracting the SE
of the corresponding method from that of p2pMIMO. With
IS and IN, the victim’s transmission suffers from some SE
loss, whereas for ZFBF and IA, each interferer sacrifices its
SE performance so as to avoid interference to the victim Rx.
As a result, for IS and IN, in order to guarantee the victim’s
transmission performance, the number of interferences to a
Rx, denoted by η (see in Section V ), should be limited.
D. No Need for Cooperative IS
Two types of IS are conceivable: cooperative and non-
cooperative. In case of the former, IS is performed by the
interfering AP or the other adjacent AP that the victim STA
is not associated with, whereas the victim AP generates the
IS signal in case of the latter. Note, however, both schemes
require the collaboration, i.e., CSI and data sharing, between
the AP performing IS and the interfering AP. We elaborate
below why cooperative IS is not necessary from two aspects.
First, there may not exist strong motivation for the interfer-
ing AP to implement IS, since such an implementation will
deteriorate its own transmission and there is not enough in-
centive to help the other AP’s client. Take the communication
scenario depicted in Fig. 1 as an example. If AP1 carries out
IS for STA0, the received signal at STA1 becomes
y1 =
√
PT − P st1 H1p1x1 +
√
P st1 H1p
st
1 x
st
1 + z1 (5)
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where xst1 = x1. By employing u
(1)
1 as the receive filter, and
noting that the first two signal components on the RHS of
Eq. (5) are neither in the same direction nor orthogonal, the
received SNR of STA1 satisfies the following inequality:
γ1 <
{
(PT − P st1 )[λ(1)1 ]2 + P st1 ‖[u(1)1 ]HH1pst1 ]‖2
}
/σ2n.
(6)
λ
(1)
1 represents the principal eigenvalue of H1. Since
‖[u(1)1 ]HH1pst1 ]‖ < λ(1)1 , we can have γ1 < PT [λ(1)1 ]2/σ2n
where PT [λ
(1)
1 ]
2/σ2n is the received SNR of STA1 without
implementing IS. That is, there will be some SE loss w.r.t. the
transmission in BSS1.
Then, let’s consider the performance of IS implemented by
the victim STA’s nearby AP other than its associated AP and
the interfering AP. In this case, for ease of comparison we
let AP0 be responsible for the power overhead of IS, and the
sum of P stk and power for the desired signal’s transmission is
limited to PT . According to Fig. 1 and the design in Section
III.A, the received SNR of STA0 after post-processing is
γ0 = (PT − P stk )[λ(1)0 ]2/σ2n. (7)
It can be easily seen from Eq. (7) that γ0 is determined
by the power cost of IS. If IS is carried out by AP0, P stk
is given by P st0 = PT ‖H−10 PH10p1‖2. Substituting P =
ds(d
T
s ds)
−1dTs into P
st
0 , we can obtain the power overhead
of non-cooperative IS as:
P st0 = PT ‖H0p0‖−1‖H−10 H0p0‖2ψ = PT ‖H0p0‖−1ψ (8)
where ψ = ‖(dTs ds)−1dTsH10p1‖2. Similarly, when APk
implements IS for STA0 where k 6∈ {0, 1}, the power con-
sumption of cooperative IS is
P˜ stk = PT ‖H0p0‖−1‖H−1k0H0p0‖2ψ. (9)
We use MATLAB simulation to obtain the probability that
P st0 is less than P˜
st
k , or equivalently ‖H−1k0H0p0‖ < 1, as
shown in Fig. 8. Although the above derivation is based on the
single-interference assumption, the results for multiple inter-
ferences can also be derived, as shown in the figure. Since IN
is a special case of IS, the power overheads of non-cooperative
and cooperative IN, denoted by Pne0 and P˜
ne
k respectively, are
also studied. The probability of P st0 < P˜
st
k is notably higher
than that of Pne0 < P˜
ne
k , and both are independent of M . This
is because cooperative IS consumes more power than the non-
cooperative one, whereas for IN, the power cost is statistically
the same with or without collaboration. So, we conclude that
IS should better be implemented at the victim transmitter,
whereas for IN, selective diversity gain can be obtained by
adaptively choosing candidate Txs which are willing to assist
the victim Rx in IN.
IV. APPLICATION OF IS IN ENTERPRISE WLANS
In this section, we elaborate the application of IS in an
enterprise WLAN. Fig. 9 shows an example network with
K = 6 BSSs. However, our discussion can be extended to a
general network with a random topology and arbitrary number
of interferences. Since an AP can only serve one STA on a
frequency channel at a time, other users with transmission
demand will be moved to different channels. Without loss
of generality, we use STAm (m ∈ {0, · · · ,K − 1}) to
represent the current client served by APm. Since there are
overlapping areas among adjacent BSSs and all BSSs reuse
the same frequency channel, CCI should be well managed
so that multiple interfering transmissions can be supported
simultaneously. In the next two subsections, we will first
discuss the maintenance of information required for IS and use
graph theory to analyze the interference relationship among
multiple BSSs. We will then elaborate the realization of IS at
different network entities.
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Fig. 9. An example WLAN with multiple interferences and its interference
graph.
A. Data Structure and Graph Analysis
In order to achieve IS, a proper data structure should be
used for managing necessary network information. We adopt
a connection matrix C and a transmitting status vector T for
this purpose. C and T of the WLAN depicted in Fig. 9 are
then expressed as
C =

1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (10)
and
T = [1 1 1 1 1 0] . (11)
As shown in Eq. (10), if STAn can (not) hear APm, then
its connection status C(n + 1,m + 1) = 1(0). The principal
diagonal elements of C are 1 due to the association between
the corresponding APs and STAs. For example, STA0 is
associated with AP0, and hence C(1, 1) = 1. STA0 can also
hear adjacent non-associated APs, say AP1 and AP2, then
C(1, 2) = C(1, 3) = 1. In case of STA3, although AP5 is
not transmitting to STA5, STA3 is in the coverage of AP5,
and thus C(4, 5) = 1. From Eq. (11) we can see that when
APm transmits to its associated client STAm, the (m + 1)th
element of T, T(m), is 1.
Both C and T are constructed based on the feedbacks from
all APs and maintained by the WLAN controller. When a
collision is detected and reported to an AP, the AP will inquire
the central controller. Upon receiving the interference man-
agement requirement, the controller performs the operation in
Eq. (12) to obtain the adjacency matrix, or the interference
matrix, represented by A as:
A = diag(T)(C− I) (12)
where diag(a) indicates the diagonalization of vector a and I
is a K ×K unit matrix. A specifies the interferences among
all BSSs. For example, substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into
(12), we can get
A =

0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
 , (13)
based on which an IS solution for the network can be calcu-
lated as discussed in the next subsection.
So far, the network’s interference status is represented by
A. According to graph theory, an interference graph can also
be employed to describe the interference relationship among
BSSs. As shown in the bottom-right of Fig. 9, each vertex
denoted by vm indicates a data transmission in a BSS. The
directed edge em,n represents the interference from vertex
m to n. The weight of an edge could be the strength of
interference to its destination. Since AP5 is not in service,
v5 is not included in the graph.
Before delving into interference further, we first discuss
some useful properties of the interference graph.
First, since we assume use of BF by all transmissions, the
number of edges between two adjacent vertices is at most one.
However, our design can be easily extended to the case where
spatial multiplexing (SM) is used by the interferer and/or the
victim BSS. Such an extension does not affect the applicability
of IS. On one hand, when the interferer adopts SM, there exist
multiple interference components, but since IS is designed
based on the aggregated effect of interference, IS is achievable
in the same way as in the single-interference case. On the
other hand, when the victim BSS employs SM, there will
be multiple mutually orthogonal intended transmissions from
the victim AP to its recipient. Since each steering signal is
in the opposite direction to the corresponding desired signal
component, the steering signal for one spatial data stream will
not interfere with the others and an IS solution for the STA
receiving multiple desired streams is available.
Second, an AP cannot implement IS for more than one
victim STA simultaneously due to the non-orthogonality of
transmissions to these STAs. For example, if an AP serves
two clients both of which are interfered with by nearby AP(s),
when the victim AP generates a steering signal for one victim
user, additional interference (regarded as the side-effect of IS)
will be incurred to the other victim transmission, and vice
versa, thus making IS unavailable.
Third, we don’t advocate cooperative IS due to its higher
power overhead than the non-cooperative counterpart. In ad-
dition, an AP’s assistance of another AP’s client in achieving
IS will incur additional interference to ongoing transmissions
of its associated STA as well as non-associated STAs in its
coverage area. An IS solution that counts for assistant AP
selection will be very difficult, or even impossible to obtain
due to the increased computational complexity or because the
problem may become non-convergent. For example, when APk
is employed for sending a steering signal st,k to assist AP0 in
IS, as shown in Fig. 1, an additional interference i′k,1 will be
imposed on STA1. If AP1 adjusts its transmission to adapt to
this interference, the interference from AP1 to STA0, i.e., i1,0
varies, needing an updated steering signal from APk. Since the
above process is non-convergent, cooperative IS is unavailable
in such a situation.
Fourth, recall that for the first case in Fig. 2, an interference
cycle, i.e., mutual-interference between two BSSs, occurs,
and then one transmission is blocked. When this situation is
generalized to the multi-BSS (K ≥ 3) scenario, similarly to
the two-BSS case, we disallow cycles, i.e., if there is (are)
cycle(s), then at least one vertex should be deleted so as to
break cycle(s). This can be explained in terms of the side
effects of IS, i.e., additional interference. Take a three-node
cycle as an example in Fig. 9 where e2,0 is replaced with
e0,2, forming a cycle with v0, e0,2, v2, e2,1, v1 and e1,0.
Without loss of generality, we calculate an IS solution for
v0 first and then obtain st,0. Since st,0 introduces additional
interference i′0,2 to v2, a steering signal for v2 should be
generated based on i0,2 + i′0,2. Similarly, st,1 is calculated
in terms of i2,1 + i0,2 + i′0,2. In the end, i
′
1,0 yielded by st,1
will lead to the recalculation of st,0 at v0. This phenomenon is
similar to a positive feedback that makes a stable IS solution
unavailable in a network with interference cycles.
Based on the above discussion, the feasibility characteriza-
tion of IS can be stated as in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: A set of directed links are feasible for IS if
and only if their interference graph is acyclic.
To be specific, in order to achieve IS, the original interfer-
ence graph should be converted to a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) [22]. Moreover, due to the randomness of networks,
the interference graph may not be connected. Thus, given an
interference graph, we should first check its connectivity. For
each connected part, we employ a depth-first search (DFS)
algorithm to detect cycles [22]. Considering the fact that each
vertex represents a data transmission, we break a cycle by
deleting a set of nodes according to the following two rules.
First, remove as few vertices as possible. Second, if the first
rule is met, the sum weight of the outgoing edges of the deleted
node set should be maximized, i.e., remove the set of nodes
generating the most interference. A brute-force search can be
used to obtain such a set of nodes.
So far, we can obtain one or multiple DAGs, depending
on the connectivity of the original interference graph. Then,
an IS solution is calculated for each sub-graph. Topological
sorting [22] is used to determine the order of vertices that
IS is computed for. Before detailing the application of this
algorithm in the next subsection, we introduce one definition
and two properties of the DAG of our interest as follows.
Definition 1: For a vertex, the number of tail ends adjacent
to a vertex is called the indegree of the vertex and the number
of head ends adjacent to a vertex is its outdegree.
Property 1: Every acyclic graph contains at least one vertex
with zero indegree; otherwise, there is a cycle.
Proof : The proof can be found in [23]. 
Property 2: The interference graph remains unchanged with
non-cooperative IS.
Proof : Note that each vertex represents a data transmission
and the transmission range of a steering signal is the same
as its data signal. Given an interference graph, if there is
an edge, say em,n, between two vertices, and APm generates
steering signal st,m for its client, then the interference i′m,n
caused by st,m in addition to the original interference im,n
will be incurred to STAn being served by APn; if there is no
edge between vm and vn, after APm implements IS, STAn
receives nothing from APm. For the above two cases, no new
edge between the two nodes will be established with non-
cooperative IS, and thus Property 2 follows. 
B. Application of IS in WLANs
We now detail the implementation of IS at STA, AP, and
the central controller, respectively. Note that the interferer is
not required to do anything for IS except for CSI and data
sharing with the victim transmitter.
A STA needs to perform 6 tasks for IS as follows. First,
it must construct a list of available networks in terms of the
received beacon signals. Second, it must determine whether it
is an edge STA or a central STA according to the number of
available networks on the list. Third, it should estimate CSI
based on the NDP frames sent from nearby APs and feed
back this information to the associated AP. Fourth, it should
contend for a channel according to the LBT rule. Fifth, it
should detect collision/interference from adjacent APs during
data transmission. Sixth, it should ask the associated AP for
assistance when collision/interference occurs.
It should be noted that only edge STA requests for IM
assistance, i.e., the proposed mechanism focuses on the man-
agement of interference in the overlapping areas. Compared
to the existing IEEE 802.11 protocols, one can see that IS
requires only minor modifications of STA, i.e., an increased
CSI estimation workload and feedback overhead w.r.t. the edge
STA.
APs are connected to a central controller, and only need
to inquire of the controller upon reception of an IM request
from their clients. The controller calculates IS. In future
WLANs, more processing is expected to move from APs
to the controller, i.e., an AP may only be responsible for
generating RF signals by following the instructions sent from
the controller.
Detect cycle by adopting 
DFS algorithm.
Is the interference 
graph connected?
Y
N
Calculate A based on Eq. (12).
Reception of IM request.
Is (Are) there cycle(s)?
N
IS solution is achieved.
Obtain all connected sub-graphs and for 
each of them execute the following steps.
Break cycle(s) following the rules given 
in Section IV.A to obtain DAG.
Y
In each DAG, employ DFS for topological sorting to 
obtain the calculation order of IS at multiple APs.
Following the processing sequence, IS solution for the 
BSS whose predecessor has zero in-degree is at first 
calculated, then the interference to its successor BSS 
is updated. Repeat until all BSSs have been visited.
Fig. 10. Flowchart of IS implementation at the WLAN controller.
As for the WLAN controller, it maintains C and T based
on the information received from APs. Upon receiving an
IM request from APs, the controller calculates an IS solution
following the procedure in Fig. 10. Then, it sends instructions
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{0.3, 0.6, 0.9} and η = 2.
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η ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
to each victim AP, based on which proper steering signals are
generated.
According to the above discussion, IS can be implemented
in WLANs with random network topologies and arbitrary
number of interferences. Compared to existing WLAN pro-
tocols, the interferer is not required to do anything for IS
and only minor modifications are required at the victim AP
and STA. To reduce the scale of interference map and the
corresponding processing complexity, we can divide the entire
WLAN into multiple sub-networks each of which consists of
a limited number of APs. IS is then realized in each part.
However, in such a case, interference between sub-networks
cannot be managed.
V. EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of IS using MATLAB simula-
tion. We set Nt = Nr = 2. The system includes K APs with
random overlapping areas. All APs have the same transmit
power PT . We define the probability that the element in A
is 1 as pb. By choosing different pbs, an interference graph
with various interference densities can be generated. Since we
focus on IS based on victim Tx and the advantages of IS over
other non-victim-Tx based implementations have been shown
in Section III, here we only study the spectral efficiency of
IS and IN in a generalized WLAN with random number and
distribution of interferences. It should be noted that with IS
or IN, a power overhead will be incurred at the executing
AP; when this power cost exceeds PT , neither IS nor IN is
applicable, thus yielding SE=0.
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Fig. 11. Single transmission’s SE with non-cooperative and cooperative IS/IN
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Fig. 11 plots the SE of a victim transmission in a BSS,
denoted by a vertex in an interference graph, with non-
cooperative and cooperative IS/IN and single interference. IS is
shown to outperform IN due to the reduced power overhead.
Cooperative IS is obviously inferior to non-cooperative IS,
whereas cooperative and non-cooperative IN yield statistically
the same SE. This is consistent with the results given in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 12. Single transmission’s SE at different processing stages.
Fig. 12 shows the influence of processing stage on a victim
user’s average SE. We adopt K = 3 and the interference
graph with a linear topology. For example, AP1 disturbs STA2
associated with AP2, AP0 interferes with STA1 being served
by AP1, and STA0 associated with AP0 is free of interference.
According to the IS implementation in Fig. 10, since the
indegree of v0 is 0, i.e., interference-free, the IS solution for
its successor vertex v1 should be calculated first, and then v2.
We call v1 and v2 the 2nd and 3rd stage vertex, respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the processing stage doesn’t
affect the victim’s SE under either IS or IN. This is because
the victim’s SE is dependent on the strength of interference
which can be referred to the result given in Fig. 7 where MPT
is the total transmit power of M interferers, but in the given
linear topology, the strength of interference incurred to v1 and
v2 is statically identical.
Fig. 13 plots the average system SE with IS and IN under
K = 3 and various pbs. Each victim suffers from at most
two interferences, i.e., η = 2. SE performance is shown to
decrease as pb increases. Given the same pb, IS outperforms
IN. Moreover, since IS focuses on the mitigation of effective
part of interference imposed on the victim transmission, its SE
is not as sensitive to pb as IN’s.
Fig. 14 shows the average system SE with IS and IN
under fixed pb, various K and η = 1. Although given a
fixed pb, a larger K yields higher CCI among BSSs, since
IS can effectively mitigate the influence of interference on
each transmission, system SE grows as K increases. Moreover,
recall that IS requires much less power than IN, more transmit
power will be available for data transmission, and hence IS
outperforms IN in SE.
Fig. 15 plots the average system SE with IS and IN under
K = 5, pb = 0.9, and various η. SE is shown to decrease with
increasing η, because as η grows, the aggregated interference is
strengthened and more power will be consumed for generating
a steering signal. Thus, each victim’s SE decreases, degrading
system SE.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated a novel in-
terference management technique, called interference steering
(IS). By exploiting both CSI w.r.t. and data carried in the
interference(s), a steering signal is generated so that the spatial
feature of interference is made orthogonal to the intended
transmission at the victim receiver. IS does not require any
adjustment at the interferer and only minor modifications
are required at the victim transmission pair, thus facilitating
its practical implementation and deployment. The proposed
mechanism can be applied to general enterprise WLANs
with random network topologies and arbitrary number and
distribution of interferences. Our simulation results show that
IS can significantly improve system SE over the other existing
IM methods.
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